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JPRSJ    WS 

ACTIVE CHKTESS II IS ACETOJSSE FLAME 

[ft>Ho«lng Is the translation, of an article by'. Y*. Kon- 
diat'ywra'and V« loadrat'p« «atitled «UUctiTOyy© tsmtxy 
T plamenl atwüleaa« (Sagllah versian above) in gas&äl 
Fisiofceskcy Khiali (Jowroal of Physical Chemlstty), Vol 
IXI, So 7t Moscow, 19&7, pages 7&-76B.] 

=The sucesBful application of a catalytic method 
.to ■the, detection and measurement- of the concentration 
of atoms of hydrogen in hydrogen flames (1) has made 
it possible for one to expect the method'to be effect- 
ive '-also for* measurements of other flames*    Of espec- 
ial .Interest are the flames of hydrocarbons in view of 
the extensiv© theoretical and practical significance - 
which, the mechanisms of these reactions hold*    For this 
reason every new experimental method here is especially 
■valuable. 

In order to avoid the .high temperatures which are 
characteristic of acetylene flames, we studied acetylene- 
air flames»  as before, under pressures of several milli- 
meters of mercury (the jet .method)•    The same reaction 
vessel and the same thermocouple were used as in our pre- 
vious experiments'vith hydrogen flames,»    As a catalyst, 
we used 2nO«'Crv/>v, •   The acetylene was obtained by the 
action of water ^osi powdered calcium carbide and after 
Frobul'kivsnie ß 7 through sol.ntI.oss of potassium di- 
chroaate,  sodium Eydroxide, and copper nitrate, it was 
collected in a gasometer' with & saturated aqueous solu- 
tion of sodium chloride*    Before entering the reaction 
vessel the acetylene was. dried out with phosphoric en-    J 



rhvarid*.    The air was contained in a Beparste gasometer^ 
51 m aliS dried (.«Iftiric acid and *hojphJ*« £«ja-   ■ 
ridel«    Dry acetylene ana  air were supplied tbi-oaftb a 
^1?^ whicl Urtsd their rate of feed ana;n«c.^ 
^m^ltion of'the reaction mixture and the pressure ±u 
thJ i*i-tion vesftel. and entered mtp the mixer ana fur- 
ther" into tL reaction vesssl«    P*o» the latter tue Eaa 

a    «ted *y an oil pump, ^hieh pa then passe a 
.+^mi«rh th» volume of a. trap cooled by liqiud &.u? in 
SSi?h^erS"co^Bed the reining unconsimed acetylene, 
SiScn dioxide, water, end. other condensable products 

"    J   ' fhe'iss" pressure in the reaction vessel waß meas- 
ured by a .MOtteter filled vitt paraffin oil; «?on eon- 
version into milli»eters of a aercury column^ ehe «*y-^*- 
ted maiioaeter yielöed a figure of l^j^ {eqvmx to t,^. 
ratio of the density of mercury to 01JJ.     *üe  tempv-iu- 
tori iS the interior-of the'" roactioa vessel V« mewured 
with the aid of the two ther.mocoiipl.es (coBtroifMs;, 
which consisted of a thermo-electric probe»    -ike «aj or 
the second, ttaemwoouple was plated far^a length o*.fi>o 
millimeters with Znö-Cx^CW«    «He experimf»*s.»»re co«- 
dvcteA st prees-ares in -tile interval of 4.8-10,6 mm of 
St  at teaieratures of 650-800° 0 (»axi.au» temperatures 
v'hiGb corre^Dond to the center of the reaction zone), 
and with compositions of acetylene-air mixtures corres- 
ponding to wlv.es of tbö quantity 

&.* (U H-J 
'{(0,')  and (CJBL)  are the volumes of oxygen and acetylene 
eritiring eac^ Second ixrfco -the reaction vessel; irom G.$fe 
(rieb, mixtures) to 6.54- (poor mixtures). 

We observed the maximum initial heating, which was - 
measured -at a variety of temperatures by *** ctf*ly3;5Pb 
end control thermocouple, namely T;he quantity /i l,vLxCL 
comprised several tens of degrees. First of all n &s.a. . 
to bS"wtisfied that these initial heatings were Jjpeod; 
•eat'or. the racoabining active centers and not on thj tie »~ 
evoe-eneous reaction arising OB. the surface of uhe cata- 
lrst. The recoxaMnlng character of the initial gating 
"iJ clearly seen in tne damping action of the probe, which 
includes a considerable lessening of the brightness ol 
thV flame upon the introduction of the probe -into the 
conation lone and which is related to the retardation 
ft-p tv.« reaction stroftrerifcly as a consequence of. tue arai»- 
ilg off Sitfce aSäte centers, which 4ere adsorb** 

/I 



rf~ecoir^nirifO  OB the surface of the catalyst.    An analo« ^.ecomD^nxi.b;  ;    Rrtion 0f the probe lias been established gous retardai-xo    actirn^ 01 I   b        the decrease in 
tLUSeStnt-esTf comfmation related to the retardation 
Stfecr'So    can be detected in an increase .in _ the 

I r ES Sc &^2KSä ä suss «'s 
SSS-  A rS--pel course in the diainiphing of the ness* A paraixex ^u^xo^ ..,...*      .4^-1 hp-ptin^. which, 
brightness and the decrease m the -^itial j^&^n^ * 
is analogous to the slope Opaod, f^^ Loe'ars ^ 
case of a hydrogen flame (figure 2 (3)), »PPe^J ^jjes 

SLe%bier,ed/?e, -^itionin, o^t^p^^~ 
icus dist     . . 
of the reaction vessel 

0 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 
T : : :   5 ;■ § 12 12 8 3 ?  2 

fbrightness . br. br.br.büav. pr.v*sr.av.br. 
'" ^o 

(P 

Abbreviations: 
pn»" 

5.8? mm Hg; of - 2,02; t^ - 733 C) 

br. - bright 
-poor; v, pr* 

av. -• average; 
- very poor 

Figure 1 

probe action is the more 
sure and temperature 

As is seen from this 
table 'fcfae minimum A T coin- 
cides with the minimum flame 
brightness, from which follows 
a direct relationship between 
the amount of initial heating 
and the rate of combustion. 

The  damping action of 
the probe arises in the case 
of the richer mixtures: at 
Cr<. 1 the flame may be com- 
pletely absorbed upon the in- 
troduction of the probe. Fur- 
thermore, as also in the case 
of the hydrogen flame the 

noticeable the lower the pres- 
(especially the pressure). At largej 

3 * 



renöufh. pressures the curve ill';/ has a smooth slope. 
Such''curves, in particular, are displayed In figuge 1, 
where the lower one is obtained at p « 7.48 ma, t   « 
688° C. and AT» 4,05, the upper curve ex p » Ö./4- uint, 
td'  -729 C, ind &« £.14. We add that in these aiso 
maxara3ogous cases the flame brightness'is practically 

1nd*t!Pr>dent of the position of the profce (?)* For trtus 
r^asor it may be assumed that tbe introduction ox tae 

• p^o'he iß tb.e* cowbastlon zone substantially does noc  a:i- 
feet the eohe eintrat ion of the active centers in trie _ 
flame (this effect is bounded by a quit*, mo de-rate vol- 
ume, which continually surrounds the catalyst) anu tae 
observed initial beating i T closely corresponds to theLr 
actual concentration.        . , 

Another, ever« more convinciDp;, demonstration ol 
the recombinlng character of the initial heating lies m 
the fact we established that the measured initial heat» 
j'ni? is observed solely in the presence of thejiame*    In 
particular, this is seen from the data of tsoie x, in 
Jrhiih it appears .float in spite of the closeness o± the 
temper stures of the cet&lytic thermocouple {>), tfce ini- 
tial heating A T  - t - tr Ct., is the temperature of the 
control thermocouple) is0the'1 absence of t;he flame (^<1) 
is'eauil.to aero. In this regard especially demonstra- 
tive ~is a comparison of experiments NOB b> snd fa/, &s 
We tbe initial partial pressures-of acetylene and oxy- 
gen in 'the burning gas (No 8?) is leas than the corres« 
ponding pressures of tbe unbumed gas {SO  6?)| a signi- 
fic»nt°initial heating 1B not less in tlie first case, 
but in the second .case it is equal to zero.       ^ 

Prom the foregoing it is clear tbat the inxciax 
heat^'in the acetylene" flame which we heve observ«a, ac 
leset under the conditions of our experiment (reiaüive- 
lv low tercoeratures and pressures)! is depenaent Pjjoti- 
esily solely on the recombining active centers on the sur- 
face of the catalyst» {Rote: lor table i see page /<?j 

fpe following* significantly more dxlfxcul*, ques- 
tions are ouestions'on the nature of these active centem. 
Spectroßcopic investigation of the aeetylene-axr WM 
bis indicated the presence in the flame of tae rnaxcals 
OH. ClifCo ö.ßd K00. According to the computations by 
iU«m««ko2(2) based on the measurements of the absorption 
spectra of hydroxyl, tbe average concentration of this 
r'Liwil -JB tbe flame corresponds to the pressure oi an 
ü-der"of'magnitude of several hundred fractions of a mil- 
ll^Ptpr'nf £ coliiisn of mercury (at a pressure ot the or- 
aer'of"several tens of ffiillimetare). Aa concerning -cho 
tconceBtration of the radical CH, our computations from _, 



the relative intensities of lumr.OBxty ox  Jf^he"^« 
at a set normally likely luminosity of CH (of *h!J °gaer 

of 108 sec -1)  leads *\thf.^j*   $0V>   ggg £di££'c0. At a still   lower concentration («>|)     is tne raaic&x ug. 
£,,„« "I    thi low intensity of the luminosity band of 
S^Sn w* one to state that the concentration of this 
Sdieal in S£e ILSe may also De taten as a. inaignifi- 
cant amount.  ^ ^ radic8ls wbich were detected in      ~ 
continuous'spectrowopy, in the aeet$*»? £*St*;f "^ 
needs be assumed also the presence o,  Jtaer «etiv«. Le.. 
tens, which is likely on tue  basis of one or «">*JC£ 
-SnfK-rr-ct considerations,    Thus,  m tne reaction o,  ny 
iro^fU olSer active centers ^ ";^%ft£

et- 
ylene there needs to be related t;.e ??*;"*£* JL?1^ 
r H re'3irnl.       Further,  as a re SUIT; of the rtactivXi Oi 
h?dr«7l  with carbon dioxide, which iß    found    in we 
acSSlere fla»e at a considerable concentration,  teere 
Ire to«/ atom, of ««gen.    It i; K«*^1*** gL. 
foregoing is accounted for also as * *eö*" £**£    hgf 
fVpf^ffll   reaction    -CUH + Cu * CO + BOO ->*■ <20u + a.     in 
tbf SSitiÄ? thl flea« atom» of hydrogen undoubted- 
lv Yield atoms of oxygen (the reaction H + 02 * Ou + u; 
£ho& awearance may be related to the ^ction 
CH + 0o • ECO + 0.    The probability xs no, J*cjE*eJ °* 
the prlsence of still other active centers in the flame 
(for example, the radical CH«).^ 

Concerning the concan^rati 

2 VipC^H2 - kpC2HP02     * 
where p.   is tbe partial pressure of the ^V/n^nS^ 
te^ of the free  atom type (K, 0)  or a radical (OH and 
:J;",vS Vr.   ,  PA TT are the partial pressures of 
^et1lpre!C2H?      °2      C2E    oxygen 'and the radicals G?H-? 
V    li& I  are the constants ir^ tbe rates of the correfi- 
«ir-Snp-"reactions.     In view of the fact that the cons- 
E£t Lty ac^cely make a contribution more than tte cona- 

e^tl^afa/" T Si pf hf conce^ali^of 
tSea«Seai C,S «Safba^aof .«?02 order of magnitude 
not less than2the concentration of the most abundant 

, active center,  sucb as, it appears,  is atomic hydrogen J 

A 



I (cf below)*    - , s 

We esii evaluate the concentration of. the atoms 
of hydrogen and oxygen In  the acetylene flame starting 
from the"known concentration of hydroxyl, which iß un- 

■ doubtedly invariant (statsionamaya)» a ä  also the con«» 
cent-ration of Hand 0(b)» Relating th.e appearance of 
hydröxyl in a reaction with these atoms to that corres- 

. -ponding to oxygen and acetylene, and fixe  disappearance 
_ of hydroxyl» is its reaction with acetylene; and so, 

frort-the condition d/>#* * 0, we will Mw 

% Po2 
PH + *0 *C?H,> % * £OE  pC2E2 %E 

Precisely so .is the relating' of the -formation of __ atoms 
of oxy 
peara 
ditio 

and t consequently< 
4%, H»»   ^* 

or» setting PöoHg     3 pr ., '     -2 
«ß«*wp« 

C» 

Uli   ; -s,  .    -   U 
PH * p0H . P0 * 5~~"kH*- 

x *  k()H 
Of the constants arising is. this ratio, only the 

constant k^ is known, for which Vbevodskiy (6) has given 
the following formula; 18000 

...-■ ■•  kH • 6.4 vlO ^yis * ©       CHiVfiec, 
k„„ « k, « Where k, is the COBB- 

100 

fc, * 7*10  7T * e       cur/see* 

&id assuming AC » 2» we will obtain for f - 1000 I 

Setting approximately k.,, * km » k~ , wner^ *^ 
tant of the reaction 0ET+ H^ - H&T> + E»   k. equals 

PE * P0H £ PC K 6: 1 : ^ « 



"~ IF oticb a w*5^» according to our approximate eval-l 
nation tlV" concentration of atomic hydrogen in the aeet- 
^ie Wise must he of tr* order of ma$nitude greater 
than tlie ■'concentration of, tee bydroxyl} the concentre 
t-iop of stoisic oxygen must be one order of iaafecui.ade 
near the' hydroxyl concentration, Aß lias Deen. a^e^u/ 
«bov*n- eV>ve» the average concentration of b.^u^ox.yl ^ 
tl-e scPt^l^e-Rir flause» at a pressure of some tens ax 

- millimeters'of a column.of mercury corresponds to a    - 
t^rt'-al pressure of the order of a hundredth of a au.Hi- 
npter." Hence, at thesa conditions the partial pressure 
of atonic hydrogen ro^t be of the order of a tenth, and 
of ft*o«ic oWreri —• the order ox a hundredth ox a mxi.- 
lia^ter.' According to the foregoing, the partial pares- 
«vre of the rslic&i ChH miet bt not less than a tenth 
o*r& *ai*nj »<*****.' We Jsdd that the partial pressure of 
the.radical CH0'is likely not to exceed the partial 
tTressnre of thl radicalOH*       . % P' '  Now than, as a result of the approximate compu- 
tation of the concentrations of the various radicals in 
th» acetylene-sir flame we arrive et the conclusion- 
that the Isxf cat concentration., exceeding the concen- 
tration* of the remaining active centers by ten times 
än<*'iao^. must be that of the atomic hydrogen ana the 

•."«.„ 7./< Ts '    mw!rtv.e>i^ +h«* one at*"'on is only concerned 
vith the Recombination of these active centers am the 
related initial heating» Concenrlng the atomic hydro- 

■ gen','that, as 10 known", haß e probability ?*■ ?wo»bin- 
in«-'on  the ZnO'Civ.G, close to- one. With regard to last 
rfetbe reeoKbinatSon of the radical CURV this may be 

■ founded troon one or another assumptiofes, which aovever 
are' difficult to establish. 3?*mst it can he  assumea 
thsr. tne catalytic recombination of CP'H Is related^ to 
the "process 2C-H - C,E? + C? . Thesis not «cwoed 
the possibilit^'of a ~ "catalytic reaction of^H texth 
oaryew. Both these-reactions require the splitting 01 
'tlV molecule 0-H aad. hence must he attended wxtn a eer- 
tein  ö<vH'\mtIüfl energy, SJherefoxe, the probability of 
&*  reeoahination (or the reaction) of C?E must De-mark- 
ed'W less than one, which makes it. likely to. ascriee a 
«l^il-icsTvf share of the recombination thermal effect - 
<iT not all the. effect) to the atomic hydrogen* 

Tbp-fc'ia the wav it must, he in the case when tne 
hetit balsDfte'of the catalytic thermocouple is deter- 
ftinpd DY the flow of gas* If the very basic role in 
thereat halan.ee Is played by the diffusion,(as appears 

I Jo «i most-probablen tuen as a consequence the rate ofj 
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diffusion of the radical G.,H must be one order of magni- 
tude less than the diffusion rate of the atoms of hydro- 

and under similar concentrations for 'both the init- gen 
ial he sting 
tion o* 

must he dependent mainly on 
atoms of hydrogen« 

This conclusion is confirmed by 
the quantity A 

the recoabina- 

our measurements 
of the quantity a  T (initial heating). The results of 
these measurements are presented in-figures 2, 3 and 4-„ 
In figure 2 the measured values T.  are shown in depend- 
ence on the mixture composition (Of) at various maximum 

of 
He, 

the re- 
in fig> 

temperatures (the temperature■in the center 
set ion vessel; and at e pressure p « ? *b  nun 

*  and 4 the dependence of AT on 0<£ at various pres- 
d two constant temperatures t « ?20 C (figure 
0 « 680 C (figure 4). As is seen from these 

which was observed 

ures o 
sures ans. 
5) and t 
figures, the maximum initial heating 
in the center of the reaction »one is expressed in sev- 
eral tens of degrees.  Arising from this evidence, that 
the initial heating A i' is dependent on the recombina- 
tion of the atoms of hydrogen, and taking the condi- 
tions of the heat balance cf the thermocouples in töe 
acetylene flame to be close to a carbon dioxide flame, 

to determine the order of magnitude of the 
of atomic hydrogen in acetylene-air flames 
formula 

PF 

p 

in orde3 
concentration 
we employ the 

0.25' 
.-4 

10"' T . /See Note^7 

8 



From this formula,, at p .« 10 mm Hg :&n'l A  2? is of the   » 
order of several tens of degrees (cf figures 1-4), we 
obtain for the partial pressure of atomic hydrogen a 
quantity of the order of O.OItii Hg«, 

■ iißotfl'Cf our following article* We note that 
in the case of the hydrogen flames we found 

Px?        '   -4 ■M 
« > io"''*'/Jo? (i)o 

P 

We will show that a quantity of that same order 
of magnitude is obtained in  the measurements of the con» 
ü enti 'ation of hydroxyl»  {For figures 4 and 5 see P. löj 

Actually4 AvraaieBko (2) obtained the following 
partial pressures of hydroxyl in- as: acetylene-air flame 
of stoiehiometric mixture: 

.    -P,   Hiffi   •    « .-.    •    . 15 20    ,;        25 

pAn»  »iia   •   »   »   »   *     0*008 0«024    0»045 

Extrapolating these values to p - 10 mm, we will 
find that pr,,.T is of the order of 0,001 mm, that iß, a 
iiiagnitiide . "'uon@ order less than that calculated by us 

■for the partial pressure of atomic hydrogenv which com- 
pletely agrees with the ■■ calculations made earlier by us 
for the relative concentrations of H and OH, 

fhe known .qualitative basis for the correctness- 
of our conclusion lies in the fact that the initial heat- 
ing  r£ is basically dependent on the recombination of 
the atoms of hydrogen, which can be sees, also from the 
following fact* As follows from' the foregoing above 
(page 7^4) the relation between the -partial pressure, of 
atomic hydrogen and hydroxyl in &n  acetylene is approx- 
imately 

PH ^ P0H     * ._ 
PAH 

Therefore, the slope of the quantity —iii— with  must 
be similar to the slope of the quantity p~. Plotting 
the measurements of AvPsaaenk©- (2)* at varibus pressures 
and'compositions of the acetylene-air mixture ( ), for 
the value of the coefficient of the absorption of hy- . 
droxyl JA?  , divided by or (in arbitrary units)', which 
coefficient values are approximately proportional to the 

I average values of PA*?* OC* we actually obtain curves  , i 

- 9 ~ 



Table 1 

f 
din 

b! <: 
  ""     

R p MM /■■■<y»t»* PC^HM t>c t.*£ Ar ! /.« 

c-n «,!6 i ,ofi \fi1 7tS 715 6 *T 

2.15! 9,35 0,3a 1,90 707 6&<S 33 3,S 

0 bli £,« 0,«5 1,52 «57 651 e E 

7X> - 7/ii' 0,25 |      1,45 63S Mr? ;    13 3 

Legends a) Kumber of'axperta«nt? b) flar#r c) Does not 
burni d) töes bura* «) Kanarict X-is the distance 
fror, the end of the burning portion of the reac- 
tion vessel» at v&iöh is measured the values 
presented for t° end tg. 

Table 2 

t;;, d />.«» **£,Ht. liH» »60. «M,<5 »to *% y*fc. 

55 

ll*,5 

113.» 

0,13» 

#,115 

0 05» 9,111 

0 05? 

-a cog 

0.M1 
■ 

0,7« 

Legends a) Sxporisient lumjbes 

0   >   2   i   4   $  «   -> 

Figure fe Figure 5 
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*~1 
( fissure *>) *  similar to the curves we obtained as shown 
in figures 3 @ud 4» .1 significantly sharper form of 
the maximum of the curves in figure 3  is undoubtedly 
ascribahle to higher treasures (^0, 50 ana 40 mm Hg; «nd. 
temperatures. .H0wftver, the quantitative comparison of 
the data in figures 5, 3 and 4 is of no avail, since in 
the experiments of Ayraunenko the temperature or tue 
flame was not measured* -> ^>1„. 

Tn conclusion we present certain facts relating - 
to the analysis of-the products of .the combustion OA 
acetylene under the conditions of oar experiments (low 
pressures and temperatures). The weak', and scarcely 
perceptible odor (at «>!)' which is apparent upon the 
evaporation of the reaction products that are^ frozen out 
by aieans of liouid air indicates that if substances of 
the type of aldehydes and acids are also formed m ehe 
acetylene flame, "then their quantities must be relative- 
ly r-Wligibly email. From this it follows that the main 
substances condensing in the trap at the temperature of 
liquid sir and at a. Pressure not exceeding ten millxme-. 
tere of mercury must'ho carbon dioxide and water, and 
also unconsuaed acetylene« A rough approximate analy- 
sis of the condensate for these .substances was conduct- 
e6  ir the following manner. After freezing them out m 
the course of &  certain time t the -combustion ceased, 
was pumped free of uncondensed gas? the,liquid air was 
removed", after which "the condensed substances evaporated. 
into a certain constant volume (equal to 6025 cv\l%. 
The pressure of these siibstauuc.es was ■ measured wiuh the 
aid of a U-ehaped manometer filled with paraffin oil at 
every five seconds, and a curve was constructed of the.. 
increase ia pressure, measured this way» with-time* ihe 
presence of three plateaus in the curve of such a type 
indicate that three gases enter into the condensate com- 
position. First there evaporates acetylene, obviously» 
&n the course of the first" 1-1.5 minutes after the re- 
moval of the liquid air> in the course of the next 1-2 
minutes carbon dioxide evaporates and finally, alter a 
prolonged delay of'several minutes — water» The hexgnt; 
of'the three plateaus yields in this way, VQV*  

P
C0E0* 

*C0>» SJid PC2E2 * %02 
+ %20 * fr0ffl wMCh  2 2   2i 

we  find the partial pressures, of OpHo» C02 and HpO is 
the volume V"(p. )• From the Values of  ' p* -fottnd xn 
this way it is iot difficult to.find the volftaes v± ae- 

. cording to the formula  _   ElJL_ | 
L-    " i :;?60t    * -J 

- // - 
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that is,  t&e volumes of carbon dioxide (t?f.r.  )  anci of 
ürater ir-apor (v„. A  )  forialng in one seeon&tv2 and the 
tha 
wt. 
volume per   °2U second of aeetylena {>« „ ) entering 
from tiie reaction vessel»  all "brought to    2li2. normal 
pres'sure» 

Considering'^ farther, that along with CO^ and 
Hp04 tbere are' formed in measurable qusistities Slso 
ifr the flame carbon monoxide and hydrogen5 and designat- 
ing their quantities of volime as ¥,.,,N and vtr t from the 
formula. 

w 
0 

'/*   1(2   * 
2 'CO, r.;   £: 

"E-,5 

which- arise 
t'lie mixture 

V-»,/. 

from tie carbon ana. hydrogen "balances In 
we find tbe volimes ,,-,,-, and ¥„ CO     JBU 

it 

d-   d 
0 

W ) -Jl V* *»** <^j 

2'2 
!H~C 

T'^ "V"„<"i w 1B the continually measured volume of acetyl- oere 
ene  ^2"2 whicb esters each second from the gasometer 
into the reaction vessel« 

We display the results of two such analyses in 
table 2,. 

The  volumes here are given in cubic centimeters 
per second.. In the following eoivjans of the table the 
percentage of consumption of acetylene are displayed» 
calculated according to the formula 

2 v, 100 $ 
d   <t: 

As is seen from this table! -ander the conditions 
of our experiment tue volume obtained of the carbon mon- 
oxide exceeds by 2-3 times the volume of carbon dioxide, 
which Indicates a considerable concentration of CO in 
the flame* Froja the table, further» it follows that If 
the main products of the combustion of acetylene are« 
in terms of carbon^ carlo» ^oiiori&e«, then in terms of 
hydrogen the main product is-water, which undoubtedly 
»it is necessary to ascribe to the greater ©ase of oxid- 
ation of H in comparison with CO, For this reason the 

-/# 



concentration of hydrogen in the flame (under the condi- J 
tions of the experiments under consideration) must he 
relatively small. 

CONCLUSION 

The method of the thermoelectric-probe is applied 
to the study of rarified acetylene-air flames* burning 
at pressures up to ten mm Hg and at temperatures Dear 

■1000 K5 and at- various mixture compositions» There are 
presented considerations which .permit the observed addi- 
tional initial heating of the thermocouple coated with 
2nO»CrpOx to be ascribed to the catalytic recombination 

■"of .atomic hydrogen» The determined concentration of the 
atomic hydrogen"thusly established in the flame is.of 
an order of magnitude which coincides with that calculi-» 
ated from the known concentration of hydroxyl. . In .absol- 
ute value, :St a pressure of 10 mm.' Hg and at a temperature 
of 1000° K-., the- partial pressure of atomic hydrogen in 
the center of the combustion, zone is of the order of a 
hundredth of a millimeter* 
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